
  



  

/ / Shortly aboutShortly about

Sincor company was found in 1999. Sincor company was found in 1999. 

We have been conducting inspections and audits since the beginning We have been conducting inspections and audits since the beginning 

of our activity. We currently cover five areas of activity:of our activity. We currently cover five areas of activity:

      inspections,inspections,

      expertises,expertises,

      audits,audits,

      training center, training center, 

      website dealing with anti-corrosion issues, website dealing with anti-corrosion issues, 

      find us at: portalkorozyjny.pl.find us at: portalkorozyjny.pl.



  

/ / Where are we?Where are we?

Our company is based in Gdańsk, Poland.Our company is based in Gdańsk, Poland.

Office is located in south-west Office is located in south-west 

part of Gdańsk, in a new industrial part of Gdańsk, in a new industrial 

district.district.

Most of our projects are located Most of our projects are located 

in Poland, but we have also worked in Poland, but we have also worked 

in Germany, Norway, Denmark, in Germany, Norway, Denmark, 

Hungary, Netherlands.Hungary, Netherlands.



  

  / / Our teamOur team

Over the years we have built team of high qualified and experienced Over the years we have built team of high qualified and experienced 

inspectors with SOLAS, FROSIO, NACE certificates. Our company inspectors with SOLAS, FROSIO, NACE certificates. Our company 

providing on-site inspections with the backup of a professional team, providing on-site inspections with the backup of a professional team, 

where different specialities are connected.where different specialities are connected.

80% of our turnover is foreign contracts with high requirements that are 80% of our turnover is foreign contracts with high requirements that are 

located in Poland.located in Poland.



  

/ / InspectionsInspections

Our main task is to carry out inspections during anti-corrosion works. Our main task is to carry out inspections during anti-corrosion works. 

Diagnosis of existing problems and identification of areas requiring Diagnosis of existing problems and identification of areas requiring 

attention, recommendations and provision of clear action plans which attention, recommendations and provision of clear action plans which 

can be implemented in project.can be implemented in project.

  



  

/ / Our projectsOur projects

Tana Bridge (Norway)

Hornsea One (North Sea)

Hornsea One (North Sea)



  

Bligh Bank (North Sea) Arkona (Germany)

Bligh Bank (North Sea)Eldfisk Bridge (Norway)



  

Lepsoy Bridge (Norway)

Tank Roof (Poland)

Installation (Poland)

Installation (Poland)



  

/ / LaboratoryLaboratory

We also have a laboratory where we perform analyzes and expertises We also have a laboratory where we perform analyzes and expertises 

using equipment from internationally recognized brands, including using equipment from internationally recognized brands, including 

DeFelsko, Elcometer DeFelsko, Elcometer 



  

/ / LaboratoryLaboratory

In our laboratory we perform coating tests. We carry out, for example, In our laboratory we perform coating tests. We carry out, for example, 

colorimetric analyzes, ultrasonic tests, PIG thickness measurements, colorimetric analyzes, ultrasonic tests, PIG thickness measurements, 

adhesion tests and pull-offs.adhesion tests and pull-offs.



  

/ / TrainingsTrainings

Growing market demands requires highly qualified stuff. Therefore, we Growing market demands requires highly qualified stuff. Therefore, we 

have developed courses that will prepare employees for work. The have developed courses that will prepare employees for work. The 

courses of our company are addressed to the blasters, painters and courses of our company are addressed to the blasters, painters and 

inspectors in basic and medium level. We certify with accordance inspectors in basic and medium level. We certify with accordance 

ASTM D 4228 and NORSOK M-501.ASTM D 4228 and NORSOK M-501.



  

/ / TrainingsTrainings

Thanks to the Bemakor company, we have the opportunity to conduct Thanks to the Bemakor company, we have the opportunity to conduct 

theoretical and practical classes. We have a classroom, blasting theoretical and practical classes. We have a classroom, blasting 

cabin and painting equipment.cabin and painting equipment.



  

/ / Portalkorozyjny.plPortalkorozyjny.pl

A new initiative created in 2020. It is a website about corrosion in A new initiative created in 2020. It is a website about corrosion in 

Polish. There are reviews of equipment, theoretical issues and Polish. There are reviews of equipment, theoretical issues and 

verification tests.verification tests.

The content is targeted at employees such as:The content is targeted at employees such as:

blasters, blasters, 

painters, painters, 

inspectors,inspectors,

  technologists, technologists, 

project managers.project managers.



  

/ / Thank you for your attention.Thank you for your attention.

Contact us 8.00-16.00 Mon-FriContact us 8.00-16.00 Mon-Fri

ul.Geodetów 20ul.Geodetów 20

80-371 Gdańsk80-371 Gdańsk

office@sincor.eu office@sincor.eu 

+48 788 299 916+48 788 299 916
+48 601 331 778+48 601 331 778
+48 788 299 916+48 788 299 916
+48 601 331 778+48 601 331 778
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